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Abstract
The aim of the paper is twofold. Firstly, an approach is presented how to select the correct antecedent for an anaphoric element according
to the kind of text segments in which both of them occur. Basically, information on logical text structure (e.g. chapters, sections,
paragraphs) is used in order to select the antecedent life span of a linguistic expression, i.e. some linguistic expressions are more likely to
be chosen as an antecedent throughout the whole text than others. In addition, an appropriate search scope for an anaphora expressed by
an expression can be defined according to the document structuring elements that include the linguistic expression. Corpus investigations
give rise to the supposition that logical text structure influences the search scope of candidates for antecedents. Second, a solution is
presented how to integrate the resources used for anaphora resolution. In this approach, multi-layered XML annotation is used in order
to make a set of resources accessible for the anaphora resolution system.

1. Introduction
For anaphora resolution various types of information have
to be taken into account (e.g. grammatical form, gram-
matical function, agreement constraints or collocation pat-
terns). Additionally, information on the possible distance
between antecedent and anaphora is of crucial importance.
Distance can be measured as distance in words, sentences,
paragraphs on the textual level or as distance in discourse
entities on the discourse level (Strube and Müller, 2003;
Xiaofeng et al., 2004; Poesio and Kabadjov, 2004). Mitkov
(2002, p.17f) points out that information about the possible
distance ”is not only interesting from the point of view of
theoretical linguistics, but can be very important practically
and computationally in that it can narrow down the search
scope of candidates for antecedents.”
Corpus investigations show that the distance between
anaphora and its antecedent varies according to the NP type
of the anaphora (for an overview see Mitkov, 2002). Vieira
& Poesio (2001) describe heuristics for the life span of an-
tecedents for definite descriptions. The authors point out
that due to the hierarchical organization of text segments
some candidates for antecedents are accessible even if they
are not in the defined window whereas others are not acces-
sible although located within the defined window. Tetreault
and Allen (2004) describe a pronoun resolution algorithm
augmented with discourse segmentation information.
In addition to the information for anaphora resolution that
have been mentioned above, the paper argues for an ap-
proach that includes information on the text segments in
which a linguistic expression is located, too. According to
the document structuring elements that include a linguistic
expression, an appropriate search scope for antecedent can
be defined.
The remainder of the paper is stuctured as follows: Section
2 describes the corpus under investigation and the annota-
tion schemata for anaphoric relations and logical document
structure. Section 3 accounts for the benefit of integrat-
ing logical document structure for anaphora resolution and
Section 4 presents the architecture for the integration of dif-

ferent levels of information. Section 5 derives a conclusion
and gives clues for further development.

2. Corpus
The findings presented in this paper are based on a corpus
of german scientific articles and from an additional small
set of both english and german newspaper and scientific
articles. The corpus has been chosen because it has been
annotated in a partner project for several levels of infor-
mation (logical document structure, thematic level, rhetor-
ical level). The creation of the corpus is described in de-
tail in Bayerl et al. (2003). In addition, for the purpose of
anaphora resolution the corpus has been annotated for dis-
course entities (DEs) and anaphoric relations between the
DEs. These annotation layers have been annotated accord-
ing to the multi-layer annotation approach presented in Witt
(2002).

2.1. Annotation of cohesive means

Anaphoric relations have been annotated using the annota-
tion schema described in Holler et al. (2004). The perspec-
tive adopted in our approach is that anaphoric relations do
not hold between the linguistic forms but between the dis-
course entities that are realized by these linguistic forms. A
relevant discourse entity is a linguistic form that introduces
a discourse referent in the sense of Kamp and Reyle (1993)
(q.v. Karttunen (1976)). As we focus on nominal anaphora,
especially definite description anaphora, only discourse en-
tities of nominal type are annotated. Discourse entities of
different types (e.g. propositional) are not taken into ac-
count. Anaphoric relations hold between discourse enti-
ties and are annotated as a kind of standoff annotation. For
each anaphoric relation a tupelcospecLink is described
that defines the relation type (relType , e.g. identity or
bridging) between the anaphoric element (phorIDRef )
and its antecedent(s) (antecedentIDRefs ). Both the
anaphoric element and the antecedent are modelled as at-
tributes of typeIDREF that refer to discourse entities. Up
to now, a subset of the corpus has been manually anno-
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tated for anaphoric relations, a sample annotation of the
text given in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2 (example text
taken from Piwek et al. (2005)).

Figure 1: Example text

Figure 2: Annotation of anaphoric relations

2.2. Logical document structure

The logical document structure describes the organisation
of the text document in terms of chapters, sections, para-
graphs, and the like. Based on the logical document struc-
ture (e.g. DocBook, or LaTeX, HTML1), a layout-oriented
presentation can be generated. This structure is application-
independent, and especially for texts from e-publishing
sources a set of logical document structure elements will
be easily available which can be used to identify differ-
ent text segments. For the corpus under investigation the

1Apart from logical markup, LaTeX and HTML allow layout
markup, too, e.g. in Latexbf for text spans to be set in bold face.

DocBook DTD has been chosen, which is a standard orig-
inally developed for technical documentation (Walsh and
Muellner, 1999), e.g. manuals, but has been recently also
used in academic writing. For the annotation, a subset of
the DocBook DTD extended by additional logical elements
(e.g.<toc> for table of contents) has been developed (Bay-
erl et al., 2003). The approach presented in this paper de-
scribes a possibility to use these structuring elements that
are most often available when creating a corpus. A sample
annotation is given in the next section.

3. Benefit
The influence of the logical document structure on the
choice of an antecedent might be either (a) a direct influ-
ence on the discourse entities (or antecedent life span) or (b)
an influence on the search window (comparable to different
window sizes according to the NP type of the anaphora).
The first type is related to the fact that discourse entities
”only serve as antecedents for anaphoric expressions within
pragmatically determined segments” (Vieira and Poesio,
2001, p.549). Regarding the document structure, corpus ev-
idence shows that some discourse entities are more promi-
nent troughout the whole document than others, e.g. dis-
course entities described in the abstract of a text might be
accessible during the whole text whereas discourse entities
that have been evoked in a footnote-structure are less likely
an antecedent for anaphoric elements in the main text. The
set of document structuring elements is ordered hierarchi-
cally, discourse entities described in hierarchically higher
elements (e.g.sect3 ) are more likely to find their an-
tecedents in structuring elements of the same hierarchical
or higher levels (sect1/sect2 ) than in a preceding but
hierarchically lower segment (sect4/sect5 ).
The influence on the search window may either enlarge the
search window, i.e. the antecedent may be located outside
the standard window (e.g. located in the whole paragraph or
in a preceding one), or may narrow the search window, e.g.
due to the start of a new chapter or section. We consider
the first case to be more important as the provision for logi-
cal document structure helps to find an antecedent where
otherwise (i.e. with a fixed window size) no antecedent
could be found. Information on document structuring el-
ements may help to enlarge the search window according
to the context instead of enlarging the standard search win-
dow. In addition to information on paragraphs, chapters and
the like, emphasized text spans may give focus information
that could possibly be used in order to rank candidates of
antecedents. These assumptions are described in detail in
the next subsections.

3.1. Example analysis

Figure 1 shows an example for the assumption that the
search scope has to be enlarged in order to access the cor-
rect antecedent. In the example text an anaphoric relation
holds between the discourse entities described by the lin-
guistic formsA pipeline architectureandthe pipeline.
Both the anaphora and the antecedent are located in the
main text, the list structure between them adds 5 sentences
including 18 discourse entities. Apart from enlarging the
search space in general, the context should be taken into
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account. In case of list structures, e.g. sentences preceding
the list structure should be included in the search space.
Another evidence for enlarging the search space according
to text structuring information is shown in the sample of a
German scientific article in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Example of scientific text

This example is taken from a text onGerman as a For-
eign Languageand describes the setting of a study on di-
alect. In this example the questionnaire (Fragebogen) used
for the study is described. The first mention ofFragebo-
genintroduces the questionnaire as the means of the study.
The second mention describes the language of the question-
naire whereas the third mention describes that learners and
teachers get different questionnaires and refers to the teach-
ers’ questionnaire. The fourth mention describes the ques-
tionnaire in general and not the teachers’ questionnaire as
a subset of the general one. Therefore, the anaphoric rela-
tion has to be established between the fourth and the second
mention. For the correct choice of the antecedent it might
be helpful to consider the document structuring elements
given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Structural annotation

Concerning the logical document structure, corpus evi-
dence shows that anaphoric elements that are located in
the middle or at the end of a paragraph tend to find their
antecedents within the same paragraph, whereas anaphoric
elements at the begin of the paragraph tend to have a larger
scope. E.g. for a German newspaper article, the major-

ity of anaphoric elements find their antecedents within the
same paragraph, most of those that find their antecedents
across a paragraph boundary are located in the first part of
the paragraph. Without considering the paragraph struc-
ture it would be likely to choose the directly preceding an-
tecedent (in our example the third mention ofFragebogen),
whereas the paragraph structure indicates the antecedent to
be in one of the preceding paragraphs.
Taking these findings into account we propose to include in-
formation on document structure elements into an anaphora
resolution system. In Section 4 we describe our approach
for the integration of different levels of annotation.

4. Integrating logical document structure
Basis for the resolution of anaphoric relations is the anno-
tation of discourse entities. Both the discourse entities and
the logical document structure are realised as separate XML
annotation layers, i.e. single XML files. This multiple an-
notated corpus now serves as the input to the anaphora reso-
lution using heterogeneous linguistic resources. The archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 5. The different informational
levels can be merged according to the XML-based multi-
layer annotation developed in previous work by the authors
(Witt et al., 2005).

Figure 5: Integration of XML annotated data

The central idea of this architecture is to split up all anno-
tations into their common underlying textual data (primary
data) and different structure trees that describe the annota-
tions. When combining the different annotations, each an-
notation is split from the primary data. Thus, a set of struc-
tures is spanned on the same primary data. In the current
implementation, these structures are realized as a Prolog
fact base2. Prolog has been chosen as logical programming
language due to its simplicity regarding the implementation
of inferences.
Each element or attribute of the XML annotation is stored
as a Prolog fact describing the annotation level, the textual
position within the primary data and the element name or
attribute/value-pair respectively. On the basis of the Pro-
log facts, two XML layers can be merged, i.e. a combined
XML structure is created3. In Figure 6, the merging process
(or markup unification) is shown. First, all XML layers are

2An example of another possible representation format is the
NITE object model developed by Carletta et al. (2003)

3Overlapping structure that cannot be encoded directly within
one XML structure are encoded as milestones or fragments ac-
cording to the TEI Guidelines (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard,
2004)
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converted into Prolog facts. For all markup a new hierarchi-
cal structure is created on the basis of their textual position
according to the primary data. The result of the markup
unification are new Prolog facts of the combined markup
structure. These Prolog facts are reconverted into a single
wellformed XML document. The markup unification pro-
cess is described in detail in Witt et al. (2005).

Figure 6: Integration of XML annotated data

5. Outlook
We have presented results of a corpus study on how to inte-
grate logical document structure for the benefit of anaphora
resolution. Document structuring elements might influence
the choice of an anaphora’s antecedent either via the an-
tecedent life span or the antecedent search window.
Further work should extend the annotation of anaphoric re-
lations and thus the details of the corpus study. An ex-
tension of the annotation schema will distinguish between
cospecification links and bridging links. The findings of the
complete corpus study will be included into the anaphora
resolution system. Additional work is planned regarding
the representation of the multi-layer annotation. Instead
of the Prolog representation and query engine, an XML
database representation and querying via XQuery is eval-
uated.
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